
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 

Registers used in ARM Processors 

 

General-purpose registers hold either data or an address. They are identified with the letter 

r prefixed to the register number. For example, register 4 is given the labelr4. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 shows the active registers available in user mode—a protected mode normally 

used when executing applications. The processor can operate in seven different modes. All 

the registers shown are 32 bits in size. There are up to 18 active registers: 16 data registers 

and 2 processor status registers. The data registers are visible to the programmer as r0 to 

r15.The ARM processor has three registers assigned to a particular task or special function: 

r13, r14, and r15. They are frequently given different labels to differentiate them from them 

other registers. 

In Figure 2.2, the shaded registers identify the assigned special-purpose registers: 

■ Register r13 is traditionally used as the stack pointer (sp) and stores the head of the stack 

in the current processor mode. 



■ Register r14 is called the link register (lr) and is where the core puts the return address 

whenever it calls a subroutine. 

■ Register r15 is the program counter (pc) and contains the address of the next instruction 

to be fetched by the processor.  

Depending upon the context, registers r13 and r14 can also be used as general-purpose 

registers, which can be particularly useful since these registers are banked during a 

processor mode change. However, it is dangerous to user13as a general register when the 

processor is running any form of operating system because operating systems often assume 

that r13 always points to a valid stack frame. 

In ARM state the registers r0 to r13 are orthogonal—any instruction that you can apply to r0 

you can equally well apply to any of the other registers. However, there are instructions that 

treat r14 and r15 in a special way. In addition to the 16 data registers, there are two 

program status registers:cpsr and spsr (the current and saved program status registers, 

respectively). The register file contains all the registers available to a programmer. Which 

registers are visible to the programmer depend upon the current mode of the processor. 

Current Program Status Register 

The ARM core uses the cpsr to monitor and control internal operations. The cpsr is a 

dedicated 32-bit register and resides in the register file. Figure 2.3 shows the basic layout of 

a generic program status register. Note that the shaded parts are reserved for future 

expansion. The cpsr is divided into four fields, each 8 bits wide: flags, status, extension, and 

control. 

In current designs the extension and status fields are reserved for future use. The control 

field contains the processor mode, state, and interrupt mask bits. The flags field contains 

the condition flags. Some ARM processor cores have extra bits allocated. For example, the J 

bit, which can be found in the flags field, is only available on Jazelle-enabled processors, 

which execute 8-bit instructions. 

 



 

 

 

Processor Modes 

The processor mode determines which registers are active and the access rights to the cpsr 

register itself. Each processor mode is either privileged or non-privileged: A privileged mode 

allows full read-write access to the cpsr. Conversely, a non-privileged mode only allows read 

access to the control field in thecpsrbut still allows read-write access to the condition flags. 

There are seven processor modes in total: six privileged modes (abort, fast interrupt 

request, interrupt request, supervisor, system, and undefined) and one non-privileged mode 

(user).  

The processor enters abort mode when there is a failed attempt to access memory. 

Fast interrupt request and interrupt request modes correspond to the two interrupt levels 

available on the ARM processor. 

Supervisor mode is the mode that the processor is in after reset and is generally the mode 

that an operating system kernel operates in. 

System mode is a special version of user mode that allows full read-write access to the cpsr.  

Undefined mode is used when the processor encounters an instruction that is undefined or 

not supported by the implementation. User mode is used for programs and applications. 

Banked Registers 

Figure 2.4 shows all 37 registers in the register file. Of those, 20 registers are hidden from a 

program at different times. These registers are called banked registers and are identified by 

the shading in the diagram. They are available only when the processor is in a particular 

mode; for example, abort mode has banked registersr13_abt, r14_abtandspsr_abt. Banked 

registers of a particular mode are denoted by an underline character post-fixed to the mode 

mnemonic or mode. Every processor mode except user mode can change mode by writing 

directly to the mode bits of the cpsr. All processor modes except system mode have a set of 

associated banked registers that are a subset of the main 16 registers. A banked register 

maps one-to one onto a user mode register. If you change processor mode, a banked 

register from the new mode will replace an existing register. 

For example, when the processor is in the interrupt request mode, the instructions you 

execute still access registers namedr13andr14. However, these registers are the banked 

registers r13_irq and r14_irq. The user mode registersr13_usrandr14_usrare not affected by 

the instruction referencing these registers. A program still has normal access to the other 

registersr0tor12. The processor mode can be changed by a program that writes directly to 

the cpsr (the processor core has to be in privileged mode) or by hardware when the core 

responds to an exception or interrupt. 



 

 

 



 

The following exceptions and interrupts cause a mode change: 

Reset, interrupt request, fast interrupt request, software interrupt, data abort, pre fetch 

abort, and undefined instruction. Exceptions and interrupts suspend the normal execution 

of sequential instructions and jump to a specific location. Figure 2.5 illustrates what 

happens when an interrupt forces a mode change. The figure shows the core changing from 

user mode to interrupt request mode, which happens when an interrupt request occurs due 

to an external device raising an interrupt to the processor core. This change causes user 

registers r13 and r14 to be banked. The user registers are replaced with registers r13_irq 

and r14_irq, respectively. Note r14_irqcontains the return address and r13_irq contains the 

stack pointer for interrupt request mode. Figure 2.5 also shows a new register appearing in 

interrupt request mode: the saved program status register (spsr), which stores the previous 

mode’s cpsr. You can see in the diagram the cpsr being copied into spsr_irq. To return back 

to user mode, a special return instruction is used that instructs the core to restore the 

original cpsr from the spsr_irq and bank in theuserregistersr13andr14. Note that the spsr 

can only be modified and read in a privileged mode. There is no spsr available in user mode. 

 



 

Another important feature to note is that the cpsr is not copied into the spsr when amode 

change is forced due to a program writing directly to the cpsr. The saving of the cpsr only 

occurs when an exception or interrupt is raised. Figure 2.3 shows that the current active 

processor mode occupies the five least significant bits of the cpsr. When power is applied to 

the core, it starts in supervisor mode, which is privileged. Starting in a privileged mode is 

useful since initialization code can use full access to the cpsr to set up the stacks for each of 

the other modes. Table 2.1 lists the various modes and the associated binary patterns. The 

last column of the table gives the bit patterns that represent each of the processor modes in 

the cpsr. 

State and Instruction Sets 

The state of the core determines which instruction set is being executed. There are three 

instruction sets: ARM, Thumb, and Jazelle. The ARM instruction set is only active when the 

processor is in ARM state. Similarly the Thumb instruction set is only active when the 

processor is in Thumb state. Once in Thumb state the processor is executing purely Thumb 

16-bit instructions. You cannot intermingle sequential ARM, Thumb, and Jazelle 
instructions. The Jazelle J and Thumb T bits in the cpsr reflect the state of the processor. 

When both J and T bits are 0, the processor is in ARM state and executes ARM instructions. 

This is the case when power is applied to the processor. When the T bit is 1, then the 

processor is in Thumb state. To change states the core executes a specialized branch 

instruction. Table 2.2 compares the ARM and Thumb instruction set features. The ARM 

designers introduced a third instruction set called Jazelle. Jazelle executes 8-bit instructions 

and is a hybrid mix of software and hardware designed to speed up the execution of Java 

byte codes. To execute Java byte codes, you require the Jazelle technology plus a specially 

modified version of the Java virtual machine. It is important to note that the hardware 

portion of Jazelle only supports a subset of the Java byte codes; the rest are emulated in 

software. 

 



 

  

 

 

The Jazelle instruction set is a closed instruction set and is not openly available. 

 

Interrupt Masks 

Interrupt masks are used to stop specific interrupt requests from interrupting the processor. 

There are two interrupt request levels available on the ARM processor core—interrupt 

request (IRQ) and fast interrupt request (FIQ). The cpsr has two interrupt mask bits, 7 and 6 

(or I and F), which control the masking of IRQ and FIQ, respectively. The I bit masks IRQ 

when set to binary 1, and similarly the F bit masks FIQ when set to binary 1. 

Condition Flags 

Condition flags are updated by comparisons and the result of ALU operations that specify 

the S instruction suffix. For example, if a SUBS subtract instruction results in a register value 

of zero, then the Z flag in the cpsr is set. This particular subtract instruction specifically 

updates the cpsr. 

 



 

 

With processor cores that include the DSP extensions, the Q bit indicates if an overflow or 

saturation has occurred in an enhanced DSP instruction. The flag is “sticky” in the sense that 

the hardware only sets this flag. To clear the flag you need to write to the cpsr directly. In 

Jazelle-enabled processors, the J bit reflects the state of the core; if it is set, the core is in 

Jazelle state. The J bit is not generally usable and is only available on some processor cores. 

To take advantage of Jazelle, extra software has to be licensed from both ARM Limited and 

Sun Microsystems. Most ARM instructions can be executed conditionally on the value of the 

condition flags. Table 2.4 lists the condition flags and a short description on what causes 

them to be set. These flags are located in the most significant bits in the cpsr. These bits are 

used for conditional execution. Figure 2.6 shows a typical value for the cpsr with both DSP 

extensions and Jazelle. In this book we use a notation that presents the cpsr data in a more 

human readable form. When a bit is a binary 1 we use a capital letter; when a bit is binary 0, 

we use a lowercase letter. For the condition flags a capital letter shows that the flag has 

been set. For interrupts a capital letter shows that an interrupt is disabled. In the cpsr 

example shown in Figure 2.6, the C flag is the only condition flag set. The rest nzvq flags are 

all clear. The processor is in ARM state because neither the Jazelle j nor Thumb t bits are set. 

The IRQ interrupts are enabled, and FIQ interrupts are disabled. Finally, you can see from 

the figure the processor is in supervisor (SVC) mode since the mode [4:0] is equal to binary 

10011. 

 

 

 

  



 

Conditional Execution 

Conditional execution controls whether or not the core will execute an instruction. Most 

instructions have a condition attribute that determines if the core will execute it based on 

the setting of the condition flags. Prior to execution, the processor compares the condition 

attribute with the condition flags in the cpsr. If they match, then the instruction is executed; 

otherwise the instruction is ignored. The condition attribute is post fixed to the instruction 

mnemonic, which is encoded into the instruction. Table 2.5 lists the conditional execution 

code mnemonics. When a condition mnemonic is not present, the default behaviour is to 

set it to always (AL) execute. 

 

 

Pipeline 

 

A pipeline is the mechanism a RISC processor uses to execute instructions. Using a pipeline 

speeds up execution by fetching the next instruction while other instructions are being 

decoded and executed. One way to view the pipeline is to think of it as an automobile 

assembly line, with each stage carrying out a particular task to manufacture the vehicle. 

 



 

 

 

 Figure 2.7 shows a three-stage pipeline: 

■ Fetch loads an instruction from memory. 

■ Decode identifies the instruction to be executed. 

■ Execute processes the instruction and writes the result back to a register. 

Figure 2.8 illustrates the pipeline using a simple example. It shows a sequence of three 

instructions being fetched, decoded, and executed by the processor. Each instruction takes 

a single cycle to complete after the pipeline is filled. The three instructions are placed into 

the pipeline sequentially. In the first cycle the core fetches the ADD instruction from 

memory. In the second cycle the core fetches the SUB instruction and decodes the ADD 

instruction. In the third cycle, both the SUB and ADD instructions are moved along the 

pipeline. The ADD instruction is executed, the SUB instruction is decoded, and the CMP 

instruction is fetched. This procedure is called filling the pipeline. The pipeline allows the 

core to execute an instruction every cycle. As the pipeline length increases, the amount of 

work done at each stage is reduced, which allows the processor to attain a higher operating 

frequency. This in turn increases the performance. The system latency also increases 

because it takes more cycles to fill the pipeline before the core can execute an instruction. 

The increased pipeline length also means there can be data dependency between certain 

stages. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The pipeline design for each ARM family differs. For example, The ARM9 core 

increases the pipeline length to five stages, as shown in Figure 2.9. The ARM9 adds a 

memory and writeback stage, which allows the ARM9 to process on average 1.1 Dhrystone 

MIPS per MHz—an increase in instruction throughput by around 13% compared with an 

ARM7. The maximum core frequency attainable using an ARM9 is also higher. The ARM10 

increases the pipeline length still further by adding a sixth stage, as shown in Figure 2.10. 

The ARM10 can process on average 1.3 Dhrystone MIPS per MHz, about 34% more 

throughput than an ARM7 processor core, but again at a higher latency cost. Even though 

the ARM9 and ARM10 pipelines are different, they still use the same pipeline executing 

characteristics as an ARM7. Code written for the ARM7 will execute on an ARM9 or ARM10. 

 

 

 

Pipeline Executing Characteristics 

The ARM pipeline has not processed an instruction until it passes completely through the 

execute stage. For example, an ARM7 pipeline (with three stages) has executed an 

instruction only when the fourth instruction is fetched. Figure 2.11 shows an instruction 

sequence on an ARM7 pipeline. The MSR instruction is used to enable IRQ interrupts, which 

only occurs once the MSR instruction completes the execute stage of the pipeline. It clears 

the I bit in the cpsr to enable the IRQ interrupts. Once the ADD instruction enters the 

execute stage of the pipeline, IRQ interrupts are enabled. Figure 2.12 illustrates the use of 

the pipeline and the program counter pc. In the execute stage, the pc always points to the 

address of the instruction plus 8 bytes. In other words, the pc always points to the address 



of the instruction being executed plus two instructions ahead. This is important when the pc 

is used for calculating a relative offset and is an architectural characteristic across all the 

pipelines. Note when the processor is in Thumb state the pc is the instruction address plus 

4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are three other characteristics of the pipeline worth mentioning.  

First, the execution of a branch instruction or branching by the direct modification of the pc 

causes the ARM core to flush its pipeline. 



Second, ARM10 uses branch prediction, which reduces the effect of a pipeline flush by 

predicting possible branches and loading the new branch address prior to the execution of 

the instruction. 

Third, an instruction in the execute stage will complete even though an interrupt has been 

raised. Other instructions in the pipeline will be abandoned, and the processor will start 

filling the pipeline from the appropriate entry in the vector table. 

 

Exceptions, Interrupts, and the Vector Table 

When an exception or interrupt occurs, the processor sets the pc to a specific memory 

address. The address is within a special address range called the vector table. The entries in 

the vector table are instructions that branch to specific routines designed to handle a 

particular exception or interrupt. The memory map address0x00000000is reserved for the 

vector table, a set of 32-bit words. On some processors the vector table can be optionally 

located at a higher address in memory (starting at the offset 0xffff0000). Operating systems 

such as Linux and Microsoft’s embedded products can take advantage of this feature. 

When an exception or interrupt occurs, the processor suspends normal execution and starts 

loading instructions from the exception vector table (see Table 2.6). Each vector table entry 

contains a form of branch instruction pointing to the start of a specific routine: 

■ Reset vector is the location of the first instruction executed by the processor when power 

is applied. This instruction branches to the initialization code. 

■ Undefined instruction vector is used when the processor cannot decode an instruction. 

■ Software interrupt vector is called when you execute a SWI instruction. The SWI 

instruction is frequently used as the mechanism to invoke an operating system routine. 

■ Pre fetch abort vector occurs when the processor attempts to fetch an instruction from an 

address without the correct access permissions. The actual abort occurs in the decode 

stage. 

■ Data abort vector is similar to a pre fetch abort but is raised when an instruction attempts 

to access data memory without the correct access permissions. 

■ Interrupt request vector is used by external hardware to interrupt the normal execution 

flow of the processor. It can only be raised if IRQs are not masked in the cpsr.  

■ Fast interrupt request vector is similar to the interrupt request but is reserved for 

hardware requiring faster response times. It can only be raised if FIQs are not masked in the 

cpsr. 

 



 

 

Coprocessors 

Coprocessors can be attached to the ARM processor. A coprocessor extends the processing 

features of a core by extending the instruction set or by providing configuration registers. 

More than one coprocessor can be added to the ARM core via the coprocessor interface. 

The coprocessor can be accessed through a group of dedicated ARM instructions that 

provide a load-store type interface. Consider, for example, coprocessor 15: The ARM 

processor uses coprocessor 15 registers to control the cache, TCMs, and memory 

management. The coprocessor can also extend the instruction set by providing a specialized 

group of new instructions. For example, there are a set of specialized instructions that can 

be added to the standard ARM instruction set to process vector floating-point (VFP) 

operations. These new instructions are processed in the decode stage of the ARM pipeline. 

If the decode stage sees a coprocessor instruction, then it offers it to the relevant 

coprocessor. But if the coprocessor is not present or doesn’t recognize the instruction, then 

the ARM takes an undefined instruction exception, which allows you to emulate the 

behaviour of the coprocessor in software. 

 

Architecture Revisions 

Every ARM processor implementation executes a specific instruction set architecture (ISA), 

although an ISA revision may have more than one processor implementation. The ISA has 

evolved to keep up with the demands of the embedded market. This evolution has been 

carefully managed by ARM, so that code written to execute on an earlier architecture 

revision will also execute on a later revision of the architecture. Before we go on to explain 

the evolution of the architecture, we must introduce the ARM processor nomenclature. The 

nomenclature identifies individual processors and provides basic information about the 

feature set. 

Nomenclature 

 ARM uses the nomenclature shown in Figure 2.16 to describe the processor 

implementations. The letters and numbers after the word “ARM” indicate the features a 



processor may have. In the future the number and letter combinations may change as more 

features are added. Note the nomenclature does not include the architecture revision information. 

There are a few additional points to make about the ARM nomenclature:

 

 

All ARM cores after the ARM7TDMI include the TDMI features even though they may not 

include those letters after the “ARM” label. 

■ the processor family is a group of processor implementations that share the same 

hardware characteristics. For example, the ARM7TDMI, ARM740T, and ARM720T all share 

the same family characteristics and belong to the ARM7 family. 

■ JTAG is described by IEEE 1149.1 Standard Test Access Port and boundary scan 

architecture. It is a serial protocol used by ARM to send and receive debug information 

between the processor core and test equipment. 

■ Embedded ICE macro cell is the debug hardware built into the processor that allows 

breakpoints and watch points to be set. 

■ Synthesizable means that the processor core is supplied as source code that can be 

 ompiled into a form easily used by EDA tools. 

Architecture Evolution 

The architecture has continued to evolve since the first ARM processor implementation was 

introduced in 1985. Table 2.7 shows the significant architecture enhancements from the 

original architecture version 1 to the current version 6 architecture. One of the most 

significant changes to the ISA was the introduction of the Thumb instruction set in ARMv4T 

(the ARM7TDMI processor). Table 2.8 summarizes the various parts of the program status 

register and the availability of certain features on particular instruction architectures. “All” 

refers to the ARMv4 architecture and above. 

ARM Processor Families 



ARM has designed a number of processors that are grouped into different families according 

to the core they use. The families are based on the ARM7, ARM9, ARM10, and ARM11 cores. 

The postfix numbers 7, 9, 10, and 11 indicate different core designs. The ascending number 

equates to an increase in performance and sophistication. ARM8 was developed but was 

soon superseded. Table 2.9 shows a rough comparison of attributes between the ARM7, 

ARM9, ARM10, and ARM11 cores. The numbers quoted can vary greatly and are directly 

dependent upon the type and geometry of the manufacturing process, which has a direct 

effect on the frequency (MHz) and power consumption (watts). 

 

 

 

 

 

Within each ARM family, there are a number of variations of memory management, cache, 

and TCM processor extensions. ARM continues to expand both the number of families 




